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prc)gr'aulmmg IaD.gu.age was used to l.Lll.!JL<:'ll1<:ll~ 

Broker Architecture was used as 
ever the framework was such that an alterrLat:lve lU"'''''<l'51115 ",,.,.,t' ..... ,n.1 

as Java Remote Method 

ration 

The 

rl",'r,"'_'f\P1·<!;<!tp,. module and a radar controller module. 

tests were to measure the maximum number 
that could be transmitted per second 
alone and another ;n'l.,n1,";no-

ethernet. The lUE,U<:;'''' 

rate was measured when the radar server was 
located on a to The maximum 
rate measured under these circumstances was per Since the 
maximum data rate that the radar 
per the data rate the 
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is de!uglled 
COInpon1ent;s need to be installed on any T",,,roti,'" 

The VV;LUU'VU 

as well as to 

The areas: 

• Data 

• Data prc)ce!lsiIllg 

• Data 

• 

U"'~,!"'U,"'U, .... Utl"""",!.!!.]'5 modules that acc:omlp1l;Sne:(1 
tasks 

in order to obtain estimates the 
under various scenarios. The data transfer rate measured 

for the most common scenario two as a radar 
server and the other as a and was 134 
data per second. This offers an estimation for the fastest rate at which 

1 
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1. 2 

the soft:wa'rf! can 
"", ... va, .. , and hence the data rate measured 

that are in 
nHIT.I"IT'V behind the current radar is 

de,relopment of the 

Remote :SeIlsiIllg 

'-'""<U5""''-' and built a number of "'1-<''''1'' • ."rI 

tnr,,,..,,,n The hardware that 
has been for data 
pr()CeSslng. For the case it is 
some form of on the raw data before it can be nr~>_'nt.~.rI 

the radar hardware was to a via the serial 
that allowed radar users to control the data 

nr."ri,i",rl the data and 
"'1"1>,,,,,,,,",,,-,44 ",,.r'V'!t1P£1 a 

user, while the serial communications to the 
""YJ,JU'-""'''''"'ll was called MDR. 

hardware was it was that the radar 
hardware be to be network-aware. This would allow the radar itself 

and hence be reachable else on 
in this exercise would be to have the radar 

hardware on which a radar server could run. 
communications with the rest of the 

",,,,tt,,,,,,,.., mtenacE~s to 

It was therefore necessary to m{lrI,1hT since un-
der the new this "'YJ",U<.""V"vu was both server-side func-
tions as well as client side functions and 

aD1Dll<:atllon could connect. 
would hence allow client written in any to 
still connect to the server. A Java version of MDR was then written which of-

prC)Ce!,SiIllg and data but connected to the radar 
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1. 3 

since it is a 

JMDR client 

prClpol3ea that this client side 

1. modules could link. to~~etJner at 
user with a tailored to his 

2. The should be able to run on 
CO-'ODen;~tlrll! in the 

RU"dJ'l1al',e of the fact that the radar 
and of 

The scope this dissertation is uU'U""'U to the and Im];Helme:nlia 
this client-side 

and ImplementcLtlOln 
as this dissertation uses the 

as a standardised means for the 

A review of 
l'h~.nt.",. 2. 

tec:nnOl(lg;lE~s and methods used in the dissertation is 
XML and the 

a overview of each te(:nnOlcigy. the reader is 
apprc)priat~e texts if a more 

associated use case 

A {,()TI{'pY~t.n.".I 
a CODlcef>tu.ll 
define terms that are used in the 

erst~ancling is reqll1ired. 

This results in 
introduce and 
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1. 4 

de!!crilptjlon of how these interfaces should cQ-·onera,te. 

""",0.1-'''''''< 7 describes the results the results the 
iml)lelneIltat~ion of the 

two rHff., ... ,Qnt scenarios. 

'JJ.JlGU""'J. 8 is the and it includes a section future 
work that could be the 
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This to construct 
The purpose the reader with the teCfin()l0Il;leS 
were used in the before are encountered in later ,on >nm"r!< 

be noted that the order in which the of this document occur does not 

1 

U<AU5!!"U and and 

was not 

is then intra
is also included 

that is a discussion of the software de'lfel.[)prnellt 

'-' .... , ... ",cu~ is an wide standard for communication in a distributed 
oriented environment. CORBA 

"C>1nn,'Y"" can 
Impleme'nt':l.tl(mS must all be able to intercommunicate 

standard. This 
ticular vendor's 

V\..fJ.\,JU.n, from a Java nr{)O'r,;n-n 

ever, the most up to date information is available 

5 
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2. AND 6 

and from the home page: 
.omg.org. 

mentation of the interface is written in that 
is then able to its interface on the and other aD1ow~a-

,ow."ou""o,oo will be able to communicate with this 
the IDL. It should be noted that <k'V'u.v"F.U 

reasons, it was aeC:lUea 
middleware in U'''''F.''U"''''F. 

V'V.l.UJ.C>. should be C0I1SlCLefl:;d 
and procesfling "'''''',<-:,,,. 

the 

a Java program is com-
program can be run on an nn,Pl"$litln 

which there is a VM described. There are however a number 
of VMs available for Both Windows and Linux are 

both these 

In(lep,endellce holds many more consequences that are not im-
an extensive User Interface 

nrr,vu1<>r1 that is available on every 
where one can locked into 

and then have to rewrite the 
is an extensive ne1~w(}rkln~ jJl:Iit:.t\J;;tgt! 

is distributed as a core every VM. this standardises the way of 
,,,,,.,,ie,,,,,,, "".!-,p.U<...",1\JW> that communicate via the network. A does not 
have to search for libraries for Linux so that he can his Windows ""Pl-'''''-'''-

tion. For more on that are of the Java the Java 
home page is the most up to date location: .java.sun. com. 
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2. U'.LJ'U'U,H.:JU AND 7 

Java's combined with COREA's 
make a combination. These two were selected to be used 
in the solution to the distributed data and processing for 
the two reasons: 

1. Java frees both the user and the developer from a particular 

2. frees the ",v,'I,,,"I"''' from a"''''''''''''' 

The second seem a bit obscure at since Java has 
been selected as the programming to be used. It should be remembered 
however that the discussed in this dissertation is the client side 
of a CORBA to describe the interface to the radar 

",v~"WJn' to completely rewrite the of the server 
in a new language without to alter anything in the client 

For the case of the GPR described in 1, the radar server was 
and hence Java was not 

since COREA was used 
and 

2.3 

XML is a very similar in structure to HTML. HTML is 
viewed as a subset of the more XML. XML is a standard format 
for textual data. XML is more 
'""'U'I'oU''''I'oC that can be used to new 
does not achieve anything of value - it is not 

XML. The power XML is in what a 
of the main ad"VarLtali1;eS 

format, which allows programs for different to use 
the same data format. There would be no need for data formats to be converted 

HTML is an of how useful this 
cu, .. c.""" can be. Web servers can run under while <1"''-'''11,(1' 

HTML pages to Microsoft Windows clients as well as to Apple Macintosh clients. 

A 

website: 
.xml.org. 

2 

As was mentioned in 1, this dissertation shall on the use of the UML 
to document the process. The UML was YC"JIJ<:;U by .1JU'V .... Jll. 

and and was standardised the Management 
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2. REVIEW AND USED 8 

"U~'U'C"U'F. ..... C:.~~'b~' and as such does 
not rlo,,,ol.'Yr"Y1O'~+ process, it is 

in the same wayan architect's describes a 

of choice since it has been 
and is The rest of this dis-

sertation is written under the 
basics of the UML notation. The UML is a and as 
such much of it can be understood without a thorough undelrst,an(jing of the 
UML. For a concise and informative introduction to the 
advised to read Martin Fowler's UML Distilled 

A software U<:;"<O"'JP"1!<:;"'" 

of a process and a notation pg The notation is a 
COIlce:ptS used in the process. books have been written on devel-

oplnellt methods. The OMG a book [4J that summarises 21 methods 
Jacobson [2], Booch [6J and have all 

,'''''PrlInU this With the 

process. Since the 
a very small group of two 

intended for a larger group of 

The many methods that have been over the years each offer an accom-
notation. Since the notation is for a move 

was made to a standardised notation, and the result was the UML. The 
UML therefore does not a process. The UML can be used 

with any process, and in should be used since it 
enables better communication between For this reason, the UML 
has been used in the of the described in this dissertation. 

The process that was 
Fowler [1, pg . The process described 

process, It is that the process must be an itera-
tive process. pg statement: "The entire 
software process is one of continual different of a 
model are often at different of completion" . Fowler's process is 
incremental. The construction of the process is characterised by a num-
ber of with each iteration in the release of 
software that satisfies a subset of the This process of 

a subset of by the end of each iteration is also found in 
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2. AND 

the Extreme 

elaboration 

6 

For the this """tnU'T 

before considerable was 
that this is able to introduce these ~"''-l1UVl'-'!'.n~l:l 

reasons for the choice of ""''-.1LU'ULV'5J' 

Java was chosen since it is 

9 

is 
the user 

.-1""",,,1,,,\1"><'.-1 is client-side 
radar server and radar hardware. 

UUj;.n<:;,lU<:;U"<:;U in a rlifF"''I'',cn+ pr()gr'aIIlmlng 
"",,U. .. , .... J convenient for the connection to the 

i:lJ.!"l:!i:I,{"LY ''''T''''''''1'"+",.-I a CORBA interface. 

XML was selected as a In(letJlenael!lt format in which to 
store data and cOIlhg,un}.tlclll iIJlformatioltl. 
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF V.Lr',-'U'.U.:J<J AND 10 

sell~ctEld since it is a standard .uv"',,.u .... lan,gu.age for oriented 

The "f'ltt:I1""rp was was based on a 
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Section 3.2 then 
l"requency GPR 

The sections above are then to a 
ification which is in section 3.3. This is a formalisation 

introduced in sections 3.1 and 3.2. 

the UML is used to document the use cases for the 
The actors the are with the use 
marise how the actors interact with the 

1 

.1 

There are that can be 

SP€!Clt.IC software: GPR 
nT',\n,.,,,,+,,,.,, software with their GPR 

11 

as whole. 
which sum-

data 

offer 
n",,,!i,~.,,, data 
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3. ANALYSIS 12 

some 

2. 

lows users to 

section will discuss software No 
att,eIIlpt is made to review any of the listed below since most 

COlnIIlerc~ial and hence are unavailable for The 
Hl"'"lU''' made available 

mentioned in item 1 above. 
uarU'iVw:e as well as soft-

ware: 

Sensors And Software 

on various 
pr€!SeIlt are all based on the IJUJ","', .. -

and 

.sensoft.oc.ca 

In!gelgneiI'B dei Sistemi 

is a commercial company that and distribute their own 
There are three software that are with their 

"'VIJll'l"""lUU, and on-site data and a 
data elaboration 

pa<;Ka;ges run under with e~ applU~atlon "",-.nlu-in,,, 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Multi-channel data 
GIOlannel data 

On-site data visualization and basic pf()cessi:ng. 

'U.u,-"",o;;; data elaboration and gerlentticin of cru"to!;raphic 

IDSGred is a nn~"'''r1hl 
a database in order to function. This is 

while the IDSGresWin spE~citied as an on-site 

.it 
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3. 13 

is a commercial company 'V~,W;>1U)<, and manufacture of 
GPR as well as instruments. market a 

however all follow a similar 
pf()Ce:SSlng. The radar hardware each 

a monitor on which the data can be viewed as it is 
cal)tulrecl. The data can then be transferred to a PC where it can be pf()ceSSE!d 
under their The that 

The software 

Roadscanners 

rehabilitation 

of ways, to 

IJ<O\."""""<;;'U in condition surveys and 
on the 

various software 
Their most tool 

and 

"""'-1'''''''"''VU. process. It can also show maps the site under lrulpectl,on. 
pr()CE~sing tools available with Road Doctor are toward road condition 

.roadscanners.com 

IXeTerra runs under Windows while GRAD IX runs under 

the pro
two software 

and UJ.J~J.JJ.1". 
Both ,...,..,\<1",,,;-,,, 

data is first ,,:u~tl1r.,rl from a radar and 
programs to be prC)Cef>secl. 

In(;lUl::llIl'J/; the TnrlrT1>11C" 

.htm 

Center for Wave t"D:enonlella, Colorado School of Mines 

CWP maintain a pa'CKilLJ/;e called "<::1."lJ.11L 

pnlcesslIlg and rasearch environment, <..ULUjJ1.1<::U to run under any 
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3. 14 

a number small 

wave-related pr()CeSSlltlp;. 
up to this 
and view data. the individual utilities 

which to process 
extensions to the Unix 

out',,,,o, .• ,,,! on the \'ULUll!(tU.U-l.Hn:: or in a 

gram for various 
SPE!C1tlC modules can be m(:on)or'atE~d 

ka.shuttle. 

Parallel '.:,..::U",",U::ll";'''' 

various Tc",·h,,·c >"" ... ",,,, .• ,, 

limitations inherent in many 
limitations are discussed in the 

uI'alJ,nu:m User Interface aepenOleIllce 

JMDR was written its 
is a limitation since this is a poor 
other not be as 

.html 

.html 

offer a 
pr<)CeSSlJ1p;. This is able to 

Mala and Kaden radars. 

JMDR was 
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3. 15 

are 
then it is still necessary to 

to the user so the data 

can result in new users extra time and ",-a,UUll!". 

with the even if the new user not 

that are not necessary 
with a 

Limited data i:>U,t:UAlll'!i 

in 

pr()Ol'em is to cut out all of the 
task. user is then not COltlfron1r.ed 

when all he wants to do 

much nnonn1,-tunit:v 

other users. For the most is 
the and saved to 

to a where the can view it and 
It would be more convenient if the user were able to view the data as 

","",,,,,,.,,.-1 from the radar. One GPR could then oversee the 
at remote locations. This 

that there is a suitable communications link to the 
site. 

rre~qulenc:y Continuous Wave for 
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3, 16 

this section aims to 
will have to address, 

matics 
in order to familiarise the reader with some of the pr()CElssing reQluu'emlenlGS for 

GPR. This necessary since the pn)Ce:SSlIl)1; rE~Qujrements 

SFCW radars .""',-a,,,", 

bandwidth can 

vlith this Fourier tn:l.DS:ror:m LUJ.,'''"'"VH to limit 
the sidelobes that are l".t:llC1GL<::U 

the inverse I1h",.,,),. h'"n,,+nrn1 

control and subtraction, 
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3. 

section summarises the 
set 

more detaiL This section is 
prC)Ol€!mS that 

states that two models are <1e'.el()PE~<1 
model and the 

P'U'~'I{\r,Pt'! to overcome two Dn)OlISm 
a GPR data pro

eJGlID]Jle, that the user must be able to process the 
and save the data. The second area is the solution of SDElClIIC UJlUUJGU,a 

that have been some of which have been in section 3.1.2. 

Related ,..,,,,,,,.,,",,,,,,t-,, subsections: 

General the a user's view, 

~'\1",f".> ..... SDleC1DC .l:WQUlre:ments that are 

O.,"<:;L."" e:lCDElctl!l.tl()nS that a user any 

Data a means which a user can ",',nUl'p 

the radar hardware, 

Data t'rC)CE!SSllng 

must include at minimum a WJJ..LUVWUUC 

transJtorllIl routine, 

Data Persistence The 

Data 

data with the pr()cel~J]lP; 
at later time the user can 1W1"'''''''' 
that was to it. 

the 
of the data under examination. The view 

Iet:1reflen1Gatiion of the data, 

routines 

T"lPY·<ll<1't,.,,, to~:etller so that 
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nO'h",,">,,1r aware. 
to share data within 
to obtain data 

"'~""'-'"'~'h users process 
other users connected to the network .. 

Remote control A user with the correct authorisation able to con-
trol the on the network. This includes control over 

and over the distribution process, as well as 
t"A,nti,n1T,,,tJ'An of any remote host controlled the user. 

the 
QC(;Or'UlIlL/l, to the environment in it will run, so 

runs without a 
then be 

For a user situated in front of a ~~~ .. "~'''' 
interact with a GUI rro,nt··ena 
the 

use cases and illus
Fowler 

is a use cases to actors. 

user 
take on various roles while on 

what he wishes to achieve. A use case is used to indicate how 
actors interact with the which use cases each actor uses. 

In d.e'vel,oplcug a set of use cases, it is "A."'I':".>1: that the use cases reflect the 
1"or,,,",..,,,rI from the user's of not from the rlo,,,"'I .... .,.." ... ',, 

pg differentiates between these two 
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also makes this distinction 
essential use case 

user is synonymous 
Larman states that an "'-""'I'll".'" 

tecJtlnc)log:v and details pg 
a real use case "describes the process in terms of its 

U.C''"l'.l.', committed to and and so 
on." Larman's real use case is UU\OL"'''JJ. 

interaction. Larman's terms shall be used 
can be used more to lO~mtUV 

In 

this 
this 
are reIlleC1;eo 
cases 

re<lutreI1t1eIlts, it is clear 

essential use cases should thE~retore 
of the The essential use 

into the essential use cases are achieved 
It is the set of real use cases that will show how 

issues that 

document which is linear 
the definitions later in this l.U~''''~'t:a for the actors and the use cases in the 

were not achieved in a Section 3.4.1 describes the actors 
that were identified for the 

is a 

Observer An 
with the 

it 

actor. 

describes the role that a user 

a User. 
the Power and the Observer 

as follows: 

'''''lPrlfPT is a user that re<luires 

process it store 

peI"at()r is an actor that extends the abilities 
means that an would be able to po1Gen'~laJ1J' 

that an is able to with some added abilities. 
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3. 20 

server into the applic:ation 

Power User A Power User an actor or role that an exloeI'leIlced 
U'A,V.u.p •• ou a task. As an <O"".ouu",,,;; 

the power to control process. 
UU,JU<:;U skill that the must have. In an extreme case, 

understand how to start a measurement 

is not \..""~.""u,'''' 
who understands the radar 
in the role 

Power User is also 
which hence also Power User is able to nc,.+n,.,1'n 

It can now 
on the level 
use 
most 

opl~ra1tlOIlS that the Observer is able to n"''TnrTTl 

section. 

was pOInted 

disicu:ssed in 

essen1;lal use cases essential use cases 
used in the derivation dlS:cu:ssed in section 

sP{'t.j('ITI 3.3.1 outlines the /","'<1"".",. 

reCiluU'emten1CS are used to ;l"",<>I",,.,. 
O::UJ:t:Uv!:i map to four essential use cases as can be seen below. Two 

more essential use cases were identified that <l11r.1'"",'M-

but which would not be identified u.u.u<;;;u.u"""";y as user 
two use cases are lHJUnUUirl:: use case, and the Distribute Data use case. The 
essential 

1. 

2. Process Data 

3. View Data 

4. Persist Data 
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3, 

3.1: Use hm>rin,a actors and the basic 

5. 

6. Distribute 

This set use cases reJJfrel'~en1Gs the end 
Each use case caJ)tures 

to achieve. The use cases SPElCitied 
eXl:lJIl]lle, consider use case 4, 

use case could 

Table 3.1 describes the set I;llllleIllili:Ll use cases in a 
used pg 

similar to the 

21 

want to '"'o·r+,...·'""'" 

back to one of these six use cases. 
could be this 

In specifi1es that each use case is both ellllem,lal 

use cases 
the above use cases are r,.,'lI,rlT1 

""""Tn!'"'' since each use case is reClUiJred in the final construction. 

3.1 shows the basic use case 
shows the six use cases that were OIJ';I..H<CU 

further two use cases that are used to 
are related back to one of the six use cases, 
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initiates a measurement session with the 
In',..''·/-'',.. maintains control over data aclllUllSl

I ...... ",,-!>;,,,,.. terminates the measurement 

with views of the data. 
limited control over which views are pre-

pers 
in automated data 

are aV'dilable to an Ob-
to the level of the 

that he wishes to share data across 
The is able to data from 

across the network as well as indicate what data be 
made network. 

Table 3.1: Use 
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two extra use cases are 
are related to the 

The include "+"""(1,h"", 

From 
111<.0''''''"' it 

ations than the 
remembered that actors can in fact interact with 

use cases actor can since the 
)h~,"r'f(lr actor. This is indicated on the arrows 

this does not 
appear to extend the use cases that are accessible 

the Power User are visible at lower leveIs of abstraction. For CACtlUj.W::, 

a Power User should the radar hardware COllfi~~uration, aej)lC1;ea 
the Hardware use case. In the of the more gerler.tIJ. 

IJUnUUU1'l;: use case, the Hardware use case will be included if 
the actor involved is a Power User. This conditional behaviour does not 
",!>y>tll'rprl in the Use since it is at a lower UML 

The real use cases discussed Larman 
interactions that the user makes with the 
a GUI involved he will what fields in the 
and which buttons the user should press. This is where it is 

the exact 

at the start what mechanism the user shall use to interact with the 
is that that the user 

implementEid later in 
low level use cases will have to be detmE!d 

the 

may describe how the will appear to the user at run-time. It would 
therefore be inaccurate to describe how the user should interact with the GUI 
when the itself from execution to execution. 

this reason, the real use cases described here 
than one modules will 
to be U""'V."IJVU, 

real use cases were match the six essential use cases. 
The six real use cases are described below in the 
Larman 
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3. 

1 Use Case 
Actors 

2 

3 

4 
Actors 

Obtain Data 
Observer 

24 

real 
The h"".",,,,?,, chooses a host on the network from which 

The makes a connection to 
is available on the 

an entire data set if an entire data set is 
data is h'"m"'t,,r"r,,11 

available. 

Offer Data 

h"" ... ,,,, .. ,",''''''_""'00 the data which he 

and the order in 
data. 

Persist Data 
Observer 
real 

to make 

The indicates how the data shall be 1"' .. :"'<1,,,;,.,11 

whether it should be .. ",,,',,,,,u.n 

automati
pel:Slstea once the user has indicated the method 

ersilstence shall occur. 
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5 

6 

5 
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a view of the current data set. The 
ZOOml[lJ; and The 

view should UjJ'Ua.I,C 

another host. 

Data 

the 
the 

and any comments about the measure
are then obtained either aUtOInalGlCilll} 

or and the then indicates that the mea-
surement session is closed. 

the limitations identified were the reliance of the ""1-'J""'''' 
their and their limited "'''''}J''''U'llllJ,lt:1) 

data. 

A set of actors and use cases were identified and described in section 3.4. Two 
sets of use cases were described: a set essential use cases and a set real use 
cases. The essential use cases summarise the abstract that a user o ...... ",,,,h,, 
from the while the real use cases summarise more concrete 

Ut::IJt::U.Ut::,J." on the environment 

The set hpj' .... ' •• "',... the 

that is discussed in the J.UHUW.U .. :' W1C .... ".::".,. 
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oriented to describe the concep-
model is a model that describes how 

can be viewed from a __ .... ,...'_v 
plementcttlCill details are prE~sentE!d 
is used to obtain an uu, .... ,,,,,,"""'uu'cuF. 

Larman refers to the model that is drawn from the 

of view. No im
model 

UU,'UCI,U!, not to solve the 

the conceptual the model as the "n!pr,esent<ttl()ll 
in a domain" [8, pg For the purpose of this 

ever, strict UML notation will not be used since some of the ideas can be 
QV,,,,.,,,,,,,<,rl without UML class This is to the reader that 
does not have a full grasp of the UML notation. 

This chapter describes the ('r.'''f''~'nT,' model for the system. that are 
used the are introduced here. the abstract 
of data flow is introduced. It is shown that data flows between various 
distributed and that this data is modified as it flows. The discus
sion of data flow introduces that Section 
4.3 formalises the definitions for these 
which make up the f"n'n('~>nt" 

26 
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4.1: um::epL,UW Model 

1. Data is the radar hardware. 

2. The data flows to a on a labelled 

a processor 

4. Data flows to another on A. 

5. At this the data forks into three 
to Host and one flow is directed to Host 

6. C are now free to 
own, cWltolmHle<1 fasJtliOJtl. 

indicates a 
follows: 

A. 

Data 
Data 

radar 
The 

inverse Fourier 

Two flows are directed 

their 

where each box 
Ul"'1'>":uu are described as 
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Radar Hardware The ;'HG,"LUUU on which the radar server is This 
desktcip '-".1''',",''''''-'', however this would be an em-

with a link to the network. 

bufferNode A 

one data flow to 

processor A processor is an nAy'fo1"ml< some pn)c€!Ssing on the data 
flow, A processor has one 

viewer A viewer an a the 
data. It does not interact with actual data flow at all. It connects 

and the data that is OJUJ"';:;!.':::'" 

",<>,'tnT'"," some 
in the same way as the viewer 

interact with the buJtferNo 
would not interact with the data 
is at 

The rnTIf""'T~t. 

4.1 
is 

odes shown in the 
the l<""U>1m 

is evident. 
to take 

processor. 

but there is no actual "data 
~~, __ ~'" __ in the are the basic rnTlf"A'ntj;! 

The next section defines these COIlce1DtS 

that this 

",.",,.1'.>11 between 

reI)reSerltUlg the various pIB,tIOrms. 

viewer 

The for a modular is hence also since modules can be 
created that interact with the buffer to obstruct the data 

The viewer is an as well as the data that 
modules could also be defined as new J.""lluLcL,ue""" 
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Host There a host which 1"\",.,-,,,,,,,,,,-r-oo in the whole 
im]JlelnerLtat;ion details 

for this corll(.,~J)l; is the Bus 
discussed in section 6.3, 

Node 
in the flow of data where the 

ANode is also 
pf()ce:sse1d. A Node a connection at which access is 

This access does not interfere 
with the data it could be said that this access is The 
Im]llelneIltlrLg class 
discussed in section 6.3.1. 

Node is the LocalNode 

a processor. 
prlJCE!ssing that is done is irrelevant at this 

processor that does the prOiCeSSlD;g, 
alters data that is 

dlSicu:ssed in section 6.3.1. 

Module that adds for a 
user should be viewed as a module. The Node and Processor 
are essential for that data can be communicated from 

however these a realisation of a use 
cases. It is distinct modules that most of the use cases. 

data should be a J.UJ.j.",,,,,",U that is implementE:d 
a radar (v .... ,,,,."',-,, .. 

"",...b,,·., data from the radar hardware. Each module a 
distinct that a user will find useful. all modules 
need to be available at every the modules that a user 
reCIUlI·es. The module is used to indicate that there may be many 

of modules that various but all these 
can be abstracted into the of a module. The Module interface is 
the software interface that the base that any module 
must exhibit. This is discussed in section 6.6. 

It is the spE:citication 
and Im]Jlerneiltat;lon DeI'SDlactl can be 
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4. 

was described in section 4.3. 

lTIT.I'l"TJ1irpl'l to all the com
ho,'ot"rQ not be a direct llla,IJIJ.l..uI'. 

intertacElS described in the 
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This section describes the 
that the i>p,~"u.'"<l'~'\J''' nPT",..,,,·t;'rt,, 

the "'p'~"U.'''''''LlU'll pierslPecti 

states 
that 

TlTar,.!>,-" SI)ecifica,tiOIls that 
were U"J.'U~;'" 
process of is iterative. This \..IiC'V""" 
final solution to the iterative process interface UCJ.UllL'VJ". 

indicates the 

5.1 

aetmei::1, and every other interface in the nB.ur"HI 

'llLCU"''''~' The base interface is the Located drawn 
U1.<l.,F;uuu. The Located methods that 

to its within the network. 
is located is dealt with when the Im]plementl3ktlOu 

model is ae'vel,oplaa. 

31 
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eClTICatilon Model 

The described 
the J.CJ.."'"J.IJU"UJ.l' betweElD mtert,ace and the DataSink ,,,1"'''"'>1''0 

which data is transferred. The 
CJ.Q."J.vaoJ.u1J hoi'"",,,:m a DataSource 

can have one DataSource 
while a DataSource can have any number of DataSink It is 
ri""Hn"T'r .... that allows the ua".a,-J.JLV described in the P£\7'I"O'""," 

forked into 

The DataSource and DataSink interfaces 
Further the 

In 

and DataSink interfaces in 
flow. The extra lUIlctllonaU1Gy 

a 

In 

involved. These issues are covered in more detail in the Impl€!Il1E~ntatlon modeL 

In the same way that the Node and 
Y:"WT:H""" to the same r(\ln('~'nt:I1"" I 
interfaces are also interfaces to the same t"ATlt"pni",',,,, 

four different hosts were mentioned and nplm("~pn 
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actual it is more use
it as the environment in which 

nr",rt",p"<1 can exist. A 

COltnp,utcar in which many there is 
no reason more buses could not be started up on the same The bus 

the environment in which data transfer between DataSource OD1eC1GS 
and DataSink The term bus is 
be of a nar'awar 

5.1 shows a Module interface. The Module 
IUterr,ace for any module that 
not form of the "..,....,1><, ... +, 

vide some 
the Module and the Node interfaces. shown on the Ul"~!",l.c;,lll 

indicates that this for the Module. This is more 
described obvious module that will be 
mented is a viewer module. A viewer module is a module that a user 
with a of the data. a module would have to con-

via the Node in order to access to 
could be created from this data. 

another module that is a chat module 
to send messages to each other. a module would not any access 
to a bufferNode however it would still have to exist on a bus 

Ul"ljJl.'U!,y indicated on the \U"'h1.a,UI shows that a Module can 

3 

for 

interfaces were as to the same 
that was described in section 4.3. 

modules that 
ment "",,,,,r./"' lSP't!t:l,GtlUSI:lU interfaces 
for these modules are created when 

base Module interface. This 

The next /"'h~l'nt."" is devoted to the lIIl]p!eime:m;(l;Ll of the interfaces defined in 
this The details of network communication are CAlnaJcu<o',-" as well as 
the details of how the data is achieved. 
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Ull]IJltlllltlIl1<t111>U of the interfaces described in the spl~cjjica,tio,n 
look at the 

nn,"+i,,,,,,, since there would be too much 
include in a 

Im1DlemenUtl;lC>U model deals with sottw.are \..10.''''''''''. 
the software tools that will be used to lm][:>1elnellt 

1Sec;ticm 6.2 summarises the tools that were "'''''ULI''''';U 

for data t:r"nqf,~r as well as 
pr()CeI3S1!lg can occur. 

how the actual network communications is a,WUl;:IIl;:U 

'JJ.1U.U ..... This section describes the class structure that makes it 
other such as RMI to be at a later date. 

The structure is described in section 6.5. section describes wrapper 
classes used to the as well as structures that are "'''''''"1,"<>£1 

to be transflarr!~d 

The ru>T.,",_"l." Oat;a-t)er!llst'er and raclar-CO!ltrclller module im]pleJneJltatiolls 
are rll'!f"l1l'll'l,,·rI in soction 6.6. This section describes how these modules are in
cOl:pc;ra1Ged into the and how may be at a later 
date as 

section 6.7 discusses the two scrintine: l(!.J..';<'UlG;<'''O, 

that are used in the framework. 

34 
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The that were used in this have all been introduced in 
ter 2; this section clarifies for which of the each tool is 
used. 

Java was selected as the pflJgI'aIIlwmg 
sented in 5 
written 
and 

XML was selected as 
and data 

in the section that covers distributed communications. 

both IJLa,.,LUUU llldlepEmaent 

environment. 
CQInp()nents to 

6 

The core infrastructure 
scribed in the COllC€'Dtll1l'l.l 

the environment in which the nata-now de-
can occur. The core infrastructure is therefore 

data transfer data The inter-
Sp€!citication model. This 

nT:,",',...,..""" to create the 

These are the 
Bus class and the LocalNode class. 

LncalNode 
ode discussed in the A LocalNode instance therefore 

at which data is hn'!T.,,·.,t! in the In order to fit 
the LocalNode must LULl-m:au,,,," 

The LocalN ode 
and 

covered in more detail later. A LocalNode instance can exist 
res:ponsible for data pro-

cessin:?!;. A processor is and as 
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6. 

6.1: Infrastructure Class AJU"""'<',,,,,<,U 

data arrives at the LocalNode it is first prclcessed 

environment on a n!'llf"'l:,,"l1 

COllce~Ptl11al. aa1Ga-nOlW can occur. A Bus 
as well as any 
would exist on a 

interface. 

36 

two the entire In to 
achieve any of the user mentioned in 3, there would have to be at 

one LocalNode instance in a Bus instance on the user's machine. 
These classes offer of the data transfer and 
data to interact 

the two classes 
each other. 

6.1 shows the class 
interface is also shown at this 
ovm. the 
Node \.,.La.""",,,, 

sPI~cijtiC(iLti(m model in order 
instantiations from 

the classes discussed above. The Module 
however it is discussed in a section on its 

I"\Pl'''''''PTI the Bus the Local-

The LocalNode class is discussed here since the re<luirerne:nts 
ImplElm'em;atlOn of the LocalNode class the 
tructure in which LocalNode instances exist and behave. 
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CHAPTER 6. 

1. Maintain a data 
set. 

37 

LU!.!LaJUHJ'", all the data ..... <-'u".., u,,,,,n."'o up a data 

2. Pr(,,..!>"'" data LU!HHJllS L!l!.UU¥,,!l the DataSink interface ac(~or,diDlg to a 

3. is CHCW""I.W:; to DataSink instances 

4. Provide the Node lDlien,ace cOlnponem;s can access data 

The need for a node was identified 
process, since it was data 

in order that various views of the could be UUlua..u .... ::u 

rerneIlts. The LocalNode class was aelm€!a 
node. 

4.1 illustrates a processor 
data. A Processor 
data p!()CeSSlltlg. 

data can be time cOllsuming. 
cesEung shall be dealt with in a seIlar,ELlie 
to note that a Processor class was deime:d 
pr()CeSSllrlg, and that an instance this class is associated with every LocalNode 
instance. 

if data is 
intrastrtLct111re must 

prclpa.ga1;e it at this rate. 
it may be that 
This is one 

the main reasons that a LocalNode instance must data. Data can then 
be so that the data process can occur 

Node instance 

and the can occur at a 
the LocalNode instance acts as a dam 

ameaOlY "'''1-''''''''' that the data to be 
data 

with the most 

perspec
from one Local

to another LocalNode instance. The Processor instance 
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that handles the data Pf()ceI3siIll,l}; arr'eCtllY on the data however the 
the LocalNode instance. The LocalNode 

data it the 

the radar server at a rate 
remembered that the data flow must be asyncllrOnOtls 
time 
was 

the various Processor 
The is described in the <U"lUWl1l1< 

lJonslder two LocalNode nUI1-"""""", 
DataSink. Data must t,h~.,..,fn,.", 

~nllT''''''' and Z is the 

the 
will process 

have one 
receive data at the rate at which it can process 

j.JHIj.JO,F,""'"'" back up the data so X should be able to 
receive data at a rate than Z can It ~U"'L"'lIjL 
instead of X to force data onto Z at X's data 
from X when Z is able to. HZ catches up with then Z will wait until 
X receives more data. This also the case where there are 

vv.,,,"'"U connected to X. Instead of X to track of the data 
rate attached to 
can its own data 
also allows a DataSink to connect to X after a measurement session has 

the new DataSink be to up to 
".._. __ ._. This is DOI3SllJ1e 

mUllti1Ghrea<ied environment will be 
A LocalNode will 

prC)Cel3SlIlg data can be handled. 

This behaviour 
llUt:U."'l"~;:; indicated in 

tet(~hirlg and 

the DataSource and DataSink 

the are shown in the U'''''OHWU. Data-
Header and DataProfile classes alluded to above are described 
no more them at A 

1. A radar 
such 

a measurement ",;;o,uv,,,, 

which will be ,r.r',v,"nr>'·" into the DataHeader 
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.<inter face» 

r-

I F-----------<-<i~r-,t-e-r~fa-c-e-»----------~ 

DataSource 

I L _________ _ 
I 

1 

6.2: LocalNode 

This results in start Measurement 
tnromm the data flow. This is an 
at each LocalNode instance in the data 

message, since 
a new thread is started 

startSession call to return. 

2. DataSink to startMeasurement message 
fetchDataProfile method on its DataSource This fetch-

DataProfile until data is available. 

3. soon as fetchDataProfile the DataSink 
calls fetchDataProfile method This process until the 
end the when a DataProfile is returned that has a 
set that the session has ended. 

is shown in ni'!1·,r~·tjnO' how the Data-A UML sequence 
Source and DataSink described above behave. 

LocalNode instances on the sequence however an 
has been made life lines where necessary. 

The a DataSource instance to a LocalNode instance has 
connected. There are DataSink instances connected to the LocalNode 
instance. In the time flows from the to the bottom the 
sequence in which method calls are made. 

no measurement session is in progress, then the entire is idle with 
no active threads. soon as a measurement session is «-,:>tT'T"'n 

instance calls the 

DataSink can be seen in 
the startSession ( ... ) method is 
all connected DataSink ~~.I~""U' 

the LocalNode instance to 

As soon as a DataSink instance the LocalNode receives 
the startSession ( ... ) it must start up a new thread in which the 
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6.3: 

MODEL 

I I 
I I , , 
I I 
, I 
, I 

I' , 

"lUlW'Lll!< DataSource 

40 

DataSink interaction. 

on the aplpropnate 
DataSource instance. The 

is used to tell the DataSource DataProfile is 
needed. In this way, it is up to each DataSink instance to track of which 

rec:luiI'ed, which allows each DataSink instance to be in the process 
the same DataSource. 

ll.cuu~'uis andthere(luilred 
not QVa,UQU1" fetchDataProfile( ... ) 
will 

execution continues. This is indicated on the U'<l'&~':.u. 
dotted lifeline when the thread is blocked. 
the activation narrow is shown to indicate that the thread 
is active. As can be seen, this occurs once the DataSource instance has returned 
a to the LocalNode instance. 

The also how a DataSink is created and connected to the 
LocalNode instance in of the measurement session. The DataSink 

connects to the LocalNode instance via the ... ) 
a measurement session has the LocalNode instance Imm€~l.:ttely 

calls the R.!l1ffi(:hr,nnlll1S . .) method on the new DataSink ob
then starts up a new thread and calls fetch

on the LocalNode instance. Since the LocalNode instance DataProfile 
has o and 1, these can be returned to the 
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new DataSink 
of the DataSink 

The new DataSink has now up to the rest 
connected to the LocalNode instance. 

When the measurement session is a data is returned from 
the radar server that the measurement session is finished. This 

does not contain any and acts as a data however 
"~'~"'-.J reasons this footer was as a DataProfile. When a DataSink 
instance receives this footer it closes the extra for the next 

... ) method call. 

HHIJlI:'HlI~ll"a,"!UH of the LocalNode 

the LocalNode whatever 
offer the DataSource or DataSink interface. So for ------J,---, 

DataSource instance shown in the might be the radar server, 
or a connection to the radar server but it is data via the DataSource 
interface. 

6.2 shows that the DataSource .!>""u.",,,,, also SPI"Cllt1es 
DataSet O. This method allows an entire data set to be 

This is useful if the entire data set is available since it is more "Uo'"",''''' 
transfer it as a whole instead of by There are two cases where the 
entire data set be available. The data may have been retrieved from some 

such as a file. In this case the have been "UJo'UP,U' 
The second 

case where the entire data set is available occur when a DataSink object 
is connected to a DataSource after a measurement session has been 

The entire data set is then available at the and the 
DataSource instance can then inform the DataSink 
call fetchDataSet 0 instead of the fetchDataProfile(. .. ) method. The 
mechanism is still the same however - that the fetchDataSet 0 method is 
still called a new thread the DataSink instance. 

The Bus class is not "UIU1JJl1l.;a, 

6.1 shows ".u;u!'..u 

the Bus class can be summarised as follows: 

1. Maintain a list of LocalNode instances. 

2. Maintain a list of Module instances. 

3. Provide a ma,nagernellt 

As can be seen from 

a holder class for other classes. 
The main for 

which the LocalNode and Module 

an interface UALL VUJ;U 

which a Bus instance can be This allows users to find out about a Bus 
that has been made available on the For 
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this ",..,Ult'" that lists the names all LocalNode in-

Bus class between two 1Ill,I;lJ:J'(K;I;l:t!. 

for n",r+,r'l1 

dlscUflSlD,g the LocalNode The 
behaviour of the Processor class in ~_'_.I~_~ 
discussed in this section. 

with LocalNode class will be 

While the Processor class does not 

a Processor 

The Processor class contains a list of routines that are GIJIJHC;;U con:sec:utlve 
to the that .,.."4,-,,omo 

routine may be an ImpLE!mISn1;atlon 
."""'lulU'.", while another routine 
Processor instance would 
processor 
transform on each 

a window routine an inverse Fourier 
that arrives at the LocalNode instance. 

Ul<J.o"""'U shows that the LocalNode class contains a reference to one Processor 
instance, The Processor class is a concrete class while the 
Routine is an class. RoutineLink is a pure interface. This 
structure a Processor instance to contain a list of Routine 

where each Routine is an instance concrete im-
Routine class. Routine in the contains 

a to the next RoutineLink instance in the The Routine 
instance in the list contains a back to the concrete Processor class 
also the RoutineLink interface the Processor class. 
This allows the processor to receive the data back from the list of 
Routine The processor is then able to the data into 
the LocalNode data buffer, 
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Since it is the LocalNode class that is for ",.c,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
pr()CE!SSI.ng can take the Processor class must be COlnpletely SVllC!lrouo 
This the of the routines. 

BufferlessRoutine. 
BufferedRoutine and 

"UJ..lVU.LY the iml;>lelnell-
tation various prC)CE!SSlng BufferlessRoutine 
a routine which in order to process the 

a routine would be the inverse 

is de
routine that uses some 

kernel to process the would fall into this 6.4 

as well. 

"1 .... TN·"".,',i subtraction routine as an of a concrete lll1lJlt:!111~U
the abstract BufferedRoutine. While the BufferedRoutine class is 
it the 

The behaviour the Processor 
is best illustrated in a 

sequence 

A sequence 
are ex(:hangE!d 

indication of the sequence in which messages 
The shows a LocalNode instarlce re-

,",,,,,·,,i,,,,,, the asyncllrOnOtls ... ) message. in this mes-
COJ!ltB~mlng UUVUUo.v!v.u about the measurement such 

size. must be nr()cessea 
tine routine needs to add mtorlnatlOn 

tnElretore calls the 
... ) method on the Processor instance. The Processor instance 
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pushDataHeadeT 

DataProfilePro=.or 

6.5: the Processor 
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then calls the RoutineLink instance in 
the list. In this is the BufferlessRoutine instance. 
This BufferlessRoutine instance processes the data then passes 

data header to the next RoutineLink instance in the list. next instance 
is the BufferedRoutine instance. The data is once and 

onto next RoutineLink instance in the list. The next RoutineLink 
instance turns out to be the Processor itself. The Processor is 

the data header into the LocalNode data This is done 
",""l.II"I"'''<Ul'''''''''''L ( .•• ) method on the LocalNode instance. 

after this m€tnOiQ can the .) 
cornp!ete and return control to the LocalNode instance. 

On c,:;rii."iJ',,,.L""IJU of the 
Node instance is able 

the fetchDataProfile 
source, the LocalNode instance is able to process it 

... ) method on the Processor instance. Note 
LocalNodeinstance 

The Processor instance is now 
ends up in data of LocalNode 

is necessary since the LocalNode instance cannot 
prC)Cei3SlIUl; routines that exist in the routine list. The 

re<IUlJrea number 
sent into the list of rOtltiILes, ho'",p'''P'I' when 

OUltl:eI'ea in a routine 
fet1che:d is then also sent into the 

arrives at the BufferedRoutine 1.1"""01J1"1;;, 

the routine checks and with which to process 
The routine processes the new and passes it on to the 

"n,,,,,,,, ... ,, to be the Processor which can then 
the LocalNode 

U1C~~1"t!1l illustrates the means which data I.JH.nllt'l:! are prc)cess€:d 
the same process is _ .... ,.. ___ ._ to the case where there is an entire data 

set available to be The of an entire data set was discussed 
section 6.3.1. A data that has as a unit like 

1;;1."."'1;;U". The Routine
method which would 

each in the 
the entire data set 

be called if a data set was available. In this case, instead 
data set sent the list of routines 
would be between each link in the list. 

The core is made up 
The Bus and LocalNode classes 

the Bus and LocalNode ,",la,l:!~t::l:!. 
data to be transferred between a web 
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cOlmedE~d LocalNode instances while 
quence in which data is Dr()Ce:3seICl. 
main to the 

46 

however there was 
no re(lUlreIloeIlt ."'","UiHJiVi<,Y be used to achieve this 
In 
on a 

should not be <>"1".11"<>1,,, <lepE!n<l.ent 

achieve the distribution of the 
to the It 

the solution should not be tied 
the 'lJ'H1.JJr!c SDE~1tlC 

this section has been SeI)ar,ate:d 

"' .... ""'ii.", the manner in 

tributed communications. This 
and it is well documented in the 

this ",,,,j'j-""'n 

to communicate over the ... .,·h"'~ .. 1r 

It is 
and 

the core with no alteration .. "",,,wren 

the core infrastnlct1llIe 6.6 is a class how 
",n,.nh,,. classes can be defined to the interfaces on both sides of a network 
connection to hide the network details from the core infrastructure. 

LUV'C;U':'",;:; and once 
the DataSink to a CDataSink interface while the 
a DataSource interface to a CDataSource The 

CDataSource and CDataSink that are i:ll.Jt::<.;Ult:u 

IDL The actual are then (>'"n,.,,.,,,r.,n 

this may appear to be a round about way 
network communications. In it appear that the above structure 
seeks to achieve what achieves since the two classes in 
the above appear to stubs and skeletons function. 

that was considered in the of the 
ImlPlelrnellt the interfaces declared in the IDL file 
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this would mean that the LocalNode class would 

1. It would be very 
RMI to the 

2. The CORBA libraries would 
even if the 

0""''''',,"'''.1' a 

be """1111',",,,,1 

these interfaces would have to be rewritten 

the as shown in 

47 

the 

source 

one could 
""U<'~~'''L classes with RMI !Irl!ln'~,,,,'t' \"1""""""", and the core infrastructure 

any modification. 

section will next concentrate on how inter-node communication is achieved 
U,J.".uri. and will then go on to describe how Bus instances communicate 

over the network. 

section describes the nUpnllUltlm,I:;I,IJ,IUU np'rto'MTI the 
network connection between a DataSource instance on one '-UI,U!J'U~";L 
DataSink instance on another 

class and the CNode-
class is used to take an Local-

and make it available on the network as a data source. The 
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gpr.local 

6.7: LJU")<,L,CUU of the UL/.U,JU.n. node "rl"",·h",. classes 

the network connection to the data 
instance will connect to a remote J..V 'i,;i:I..L1HIUt;'.liU,i:l.iJ 

oitering the standard DataSource interface 

The class rlu.O"1""t'YI 6.7. The class "'''''0''''''1'Tl 
to illustrate how the 

YG'".N:i>,5CO are described as 

gpr . local The p&:Ka~~e in which 
resides. 

gpr . CORB! The pi:tl.;Ka!;tl in which ULILLlJr>. "IJ~;'"'U.'\.. 
::Irll~ntpr"l reside. 

core 

gpr . CORB!. map All the classes that are are 
stored in this includes both the that 
geIler,ate:d from the IDL source, as well as the stub and skeleton 
classes that are the IDL __ ... ", ... _ 
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Computer 1 

CDataSwrc : CDataSou,cslmplBase tie 

the 
node a.U.".u~',,, 

The shows how it would be to the gpr. CORBA jJG\..AG~'''' 
with a gpr . RMI without ",,",..-.+;;n« the gpr . local paCKl'Lge 

a means 
6.7 collaborate to achieve the Dat~aSOUI~ce 

its DataSource to a LocalNode instance on 
B. The collaboration also illustrates which interfaces are used 

to archive communications. 

A 
classes are not constrained to lmplelm<mt 
scribed for the level 

and vl~IUU"A<JLi1'" 
their interaction. This is necessary to avoid 
the DataSink instance blCiCKilllg 

The 
mentation of the DataSource and DataSink interfaces. 

and \..lH)Ue.AQELp 

The Local-
1-'","' Q\J'>,,>U for 

UUIi:lAI.ll:l.j:H,t:'J; class must im
OO:leC1~S that interact with a Local

with the 
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. This section CAj"''',cU,,, to a 
Bus instance on the network. A Bus instance is used to manage a list Local-
Node on a host. The Bus instance also maintains the list of 
modules that the user is The main ",co,,,,,,,,,,,,,,; 

which ~V.I'~~YU 
and connect to one another. A LocalNode instance on Bus 

a DataSource instance on a " ... ,,,,.1', .... ,, ... 

dis
im-

1111':<>1" •• 11".<1;> communication can be hidden behind ",,:an:a.l\., 

intertitl.ces, however there has to be a in the that is re-
r.,.",,,rlT1uthe the genenc 

communication medium. 
one could define a 0"'.«'.'''''' 
aelllle~a for this purpose. 

A ImlPleltne:nts the Portal 
a 

Portal interface return the 
model. In this way, a Portal Impl{~mlen1;atlon 
Ine~~a.glIllg tl:!chno.logy that be used in the 
CORBAPortal class was written that the Portal lnT.'''rT~lrp 
one could also write a RMIPortal class that would also HHl-W:::UH;UL 

A Bus instance could then a to instances of 
When the Bus instance is asked to 

the Bus instance ask 
to the node. 

I1HHr1"",rn to indicate how classes in 11,1'1"1",0,,1' 1'0.""""':''''''' 
are the that 

1. The Bus class can have a reference to zero or more Portal instances. 
A Portal class must exist for each network U"""""0"U5 
teCnUC>l0Il:y that is the 

2. The Bus class maintains a list zero or more LocalNode instances. 
LocalNode instance has a ,.."",,,,,.,,"r·,, to one DataSource instance and any 
number of DataSink instances. illustrates these Data-
Sink and DataSource references classes in the gpr . COREA 

a link to a LocalNode instance exists on 

3. between the Bus class and the LocalNode 
all other references occur interfaces defined in the gpr 

age. The shows that classes in the gpr . local will com-
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co •• 

municate with in the gpr. CORBA pal[;J:\(j,g~ via 'TlT<>.,..,.·",,..,.Q in the gpr 

This section in more the structure 
data that is transferred and pr()cesse:d 
the manner in which data is t.,.~,n(1n{\rt"ln h,pt"",,,,,,,n 

'-UAUJ:J.lCA structure 
num-

processor 
the pro

pr()CE!SSlng; routines that 
UlIlll:!H:!U1 routines and these 

pruranaeters would need to be stored as well. There should also be the J:JV""'U.JUAIJ;Y 

comments embedded in the data that describe certain sections of 
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wish to comment on 
taken at a The 

UI;;;\-1Ut::U that the smallest element of a set data a data 
This was decided since this is the 

the radar hardware. It is then 
one as a unit rather than 

The class used to .,.",n,,,.,,,.,n+ 

is a wrapper for the .uu.vvv,u", 

• The numeric data COllBlElt1I1lg of a number 

• A comment associated the comment can be 

• posltllon within entire set. 

A number DataProfile instances would make up a set and Data-
Set wrapper class was to a set of DataProfile illBtances. 

all the information .,.",r'17i,"",,-I 
ser)3.1",atpd from the individual 

the LocalNode DataProfile instances 
can to the DataSet the DataSet instance to grow 
as more data arrives at the LocalNode instance. A DataHeader instance is the 

data element to be transmitted from DataSource to and it is 
transmitted the exact chain of routines that the rest of the data set is 
transmitted This is necessary since the DataHeader instance allows 
each routine in the chain to its own to the DataHeader 
illBtance. 

These three data classes are used all classes in the core The 
are traJUlJfer],ed hptW'P,m the 

data structure described above must be communicated whatever 
network communications pr()tocol is used. There are various ways of 
this. to serialise it would be pos-

into a stream of The Local-
LQ.L;''''''''U'V''''-, and would then transfer 

The with this scenario is that it limits the data O.GW:"'". opeI~atllon 
lIU:(UelU!:'Il1<1.111JI1l!1 since a Java would be able to 
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reconstruct a DataProfile instance from the stream This is also 
,",.lA'"",U,'''' to instances the DataHeader which would be i:,.~m,,·f"'''''r.,ti 

serialisation as welL It was therefore decided to a set of 
structures within the IDL definition of the These CORBA 
structures would be ,lJGJlCUJlt;!11 for the 

instance would to map a DataProf ile instance to a 
that is defined in the IDL intlerfl:tCedefinition. This would 
the IDL to the which would then 
IDL structure 

CDataSet. It 

that these IDL structures are I1l.Jt~<';!!l<'; 

ndl3peudlent from the core infrastructure. 

This section in more 
tation connects with the Bus and Node classes. 
a Bus instance can maintain any of re:ljerencl~S 
tions. The Module 

11<1.I,U:I11t;11 any 
methods that the Bus class reclullres 

methods the Located 'nl''''r~,,,,I'''''' 

Module Inlpieme:nl:;<~1Jl()n wishes to 
OU'OLH,eu. in an that extends the Module This can 

achieved in various ways, and the actual structure Module 
im])lelneIltat;ion to This is 

certain U!l.IUUllt;O 

The data ersi:ster module fulfills the 
in some form. 
it should not be necessary for a user to ~""'~"'J 

data. In the module should 

nrrn"r't> a U .... 'J,LJUn.. 

controlled from over the network. 

it is 
and the module could be 
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module was written that would write the data in XML 
file 5.1 it should be noted that a 

IUUUU,U:: can have a reference to zero or one 
retl~relllce to a it can access to the data 

peI'SISter module the methods 
it to be to a Node reference. Note that this connection 

is not the same as the connection between DataSource and DataSink ObJlects. 
A is connected to a Node reference 
to that Node instance. The Node instance will not 

H"'""',:JI,U., the Module 'rPt,p'rPlnt'P can access to the Node 
the 0 method in the 

which a module 

The ptll:!:!l!lLtlr 

that there is a 
more intuitive way. This in a RP.Tlar:fI.tp' 

GUI could then access the module either the Module lntlE!rtcl.Ce, 

node. 
in 

the Module interface. It is then to write 
ll,lIJ'UU,L" that make the module available 

across the network. 

A data viewer module is a module that a visual of the 
data on a node. The data viewer module is more than the 

lllU'UU.'" must some form of GUI. The 
",u'.UlJum~H" that can be treated as 

GUI should be ""Vlj'U5'lll 

would then control the 
the DataSetViewer 
LocalViewerModule class. This structure 
be on the DataSet UlO""J.,LJ'5 it more reusable in the 
The LocalViewerModule class does the of with 

and the DataSetViewer ac<:orciingly, 
Node 

The radar controller module is a module that spE!cltLC to 
the radar. This module does not a 
to which a GUI connect. The connection 
controller interface that is for the radar. 
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A radar controller module would be res:pOUSl it 
that is there an interface to which a radar OPl3rator 

methods that accomp1l!>tt fI"np-ti{\t'" 

to take a scan. u"".UUU1Jl 

im]plelme:nts the DataSource so that the 
LocalNode instances could connect to the radar module. If even older 

then a radar module would have to be uHif-m:;.,neu"", ... 

reauirE!d to 

a basic interface was detme~d 
that make up the 

with the radar hardware. 
and it may 

-'-J,---_C- to any ofradar. 
nrll't'A·r.nt' to achieve the fol-

1. "e"DiV'.', '''-''''f',r.'''7111' an opemlIlg comment as well as the azimuth 
the session. 

2. 1!.iXlPllC:ltly take a scan. 

3. Indicate the radar hardware start """''-l'UU'o COIltlIlUOiUS!Y - this 
the hardware to control the rate at which data is A(,(ll1i'r .. rl 

4. Take a number scans. A number scans is and the 
radar hardware is allowed to set the rate at which the scans are obtained. 

5. 

6. 

These 0Pl;lOIlll should be jJV,>O'U'<O 

communicates with the radar hardware. 
was defined to support these 

This reverts control 

each scan as it comes 
t:rl'lTlQlmlt:ttt1ta the scan into 

the next scan ar
it is 

radar controller module 
RadarControllerModule jntl"ri:>lrl" 

since there are other 
on the odometer. Further

more, since the current radar hardware is controlled via a server that UU>-'H::.Ul"'ll~" 
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it is necessary to connect to this server. 
lishes its location I;lll'JUI':,ll <;;J'''''~U~'C to a 

server 
The 

controller module must be 
connection to the radar server. 
in the 

machine. 

7 

The 

to make a 

however the uu .... cu.~;U"':t

'-I'U' .. u .... "" WI",,,,,,,,'",,,L,.,, cw .• vnu .. :. the GUI to be op-

the structure 
llUUUU",,""VU related to 

number of processor n,..'r<lrnp1'pr« and which modules are and 
how the interconnections between are made. A these 

was that XML should be used 
this format since it 

were 
example of a 

the 

the source to the node must connect. 
will also describe each module that must be instantiated. All 

this information is of a how 

derivative for the 

that another XML derivative 
COInpIlca:tea task than eveloplIlg the XML 
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core 
This core in-

1>"""'''''''5''J'5 ",."1"£\<,,,,1 to be used. A 

The data structure was in as well as how this data structure is 
m~LPJ:'ed to structures for transmission across the network. 

TYlr\I,,,,,.,"'nt~,tir'" of a set data 
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U'O';., ... o""",,, the results that were measured for vari-
ous scenarios. The results that are listed in this section offer a very basic 
idea of the that can be however 

are necessary in order to show that the 

• Data distribution between nodes on local and remote hosts. 

prc)c€~ssjng fra.mflW()rk cMlIJW,Ul>( routines to without the re-
Two routines were 

routine and inverse Fourier transform 

• 
each node. 

• to be I..Ull11!';,Wt~U while remote interfaces. 

In addition to the core infrastructure that was ';p'lJ'c>I"n<.'; the modules 
were written: 

58 
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Data viewer A module that is used to data in various 
actual that the user interacts with was Im]ple:mem;€'o 

is not a stand-alone I..-Vl.l.I.I.JV"'OU" 

was written that data a 

Radar controller module A radar controller module was written that would 
connect to the B radar server. This module data 
from the radar server into the while a remote software 

or command line program could connect. 

that the strm:ture the at run-
be When a new module 

name to instantiate 
the new module when it is started up. This process is the same for 
new routines. A routine written and and the 
class are then added to the class files. The name of the 
new routine is then in the and the is able to 
instantiate the new routine. 

""("117""1' numeric result is the rate at which data can be transmitted 
such a result will vary from to 

GjJjJH''''''''''LVLl, and from environment to environment. This Oel)€Illoe:nce 
lUU.UW1.H><C factors: 

Data prC)CE!Ssjlng aplPU(:atllon in which is 
prc)ce:~sirlg; that must be set up. the time 

of routines vary from rou-
tine to ,",,,,,1'tT ... 

data can be transmitted 

power The power the 
will the time taken for nrC)Cel3SlIll! 

se(IU€tntJly the rate at which data can be transmitted. 

Network traffic When 
becomes de])en,deltlt 

radar server is ac(:eslled 
limit the data transmission rate at the source. 

rate at 

the 
the 
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,.uu,,, ... ,,,,,,v~ ...... in order 
to the mercury B radar 
controller was used to connect to a radar simulator. was 
ap])li€id at any node. an idea of the rate at which data can 
be the radar server. scenario was ,-v,,,,,,,'u.,,. 
that would most be used. a scenario would consist of 
the radar controller a node at which and inverse Fourier 
t.r:e,nl'l'fnr'm p:rocessing could be and to which a viewer module could be 
connected. 

same 
was a set of 256 ___ .. y"_'_ ttmltllllg 

512 numbers. The tests 
__ ., .. ".~._,.~ interconnected via a 10 Mbit 

1 

simulator was written in Java that 
return a fixed 

The for the scenario COlrlSl:sted 
radar controller module. No 
ponellts that are essential for 

within 

and the 
the com-

A node is since the radar module needs to connect to a node 
in order to data from the radar server into 

appears to the 

inverse Fourier transform were COlllij;!:Url~d 
file for these two tests is 

The scenario described above was for two tiHf<>r,ant 1;01)01011:.[es. 
the radar and the node were both located on a 
the two tests were exe(:uted. The LUUVW'U" results were obtained: 

The scenario was for the case where the simulator was on one 
and the node was located on another. The radar controller module 

then connects to the radar simulator across the network. The .UU.UWHa:. results 
were obtained: 
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A data +:1"<ln"f.,,.. the connection to the 
is made across 

2 

The second scenario that was considered was a more case where a user 
wish to see a visual account of the data process. The win-
routine as well as the inverse Fourier transform routine were also added 

to this scenario since a visual of the data more useful after 
this has been The scenario hence consisted of the 

III 

III Radar controller l11U!UU,'''' 

III Two nodes 

III Data viewer module 

the buffer for the raw data 

two situations were '-Vl .. ,,, .. ,,,"o;;;u. 
were located on a machine. This would be an eXiunple 

be used in a stand-alone where the radar server is 
the same and the radar hardware is connected to 
machine. This situation is similar to many of the current radar 

'-Ul"!lJ'U"'Ol is used to connect to the radar and a 
screen. 

second situation that was COllS1,aeltea 
the would be better 
a separate 
be connected 
located on a 

is 

cOlnpouent;s that a user would ,..,rmil"" in order to ~v,.~."v raw data from the 
process it, and view the results while WTlltmc2: the data to disk future 

The table summarises the that were recorded. 
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the radar simulator itself was altered. 

The results described here are 
available data rate. 

nnn"r,p some idea of the 
n£\'~l"'r..fl1l cOlrnput~E!rs were 

the data rate measured these scenarios 

as well as the radar simulator were written in 
execute in the same host and connect via a that is also written in 

there is a lot of contention the 
when the radar simulator is moved to a set:)ar.:tte 
""O,LUU,vCW'"'J increased. Orfali and 

such 
to execute on the same 

on a 
on the radar server that returns a 

server is able to return data. 
control when a scan occurs, a better would be the 
where the radar server a on the radar controller when data 
is is better since the data rate can 

will be made in newer 

at a rate 
second. This means must be able to >lrrl1.i."., 

at least 10 scans per second. With the mercury 
"'<Oi'U:"", this is very if the hardware is data at a 

rate than the radar controller can manage, data will 
the radar server will also and the consequence not 

'U~."'-"U'U'F. the hardware data rate will not be as severe since the data will be 
buttered. however the radar controller should still be able to data at 
rate at which it is the the slowest 
rate that was mE~lllred 
to the rate "'n~nr,rt"'f'I 

scenario was, a 

some comments should be made about the reIleatat)ili1tJ' 

if 

the above 
tests. The data rates were obtained meastlnrlj?; the time taken for node 
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to retrieve two thousand data the radar controller. This retrieval 
process was until the average data rate over the retrieval two thou-
sand data reached a constant. This involved 
the set of two thousand data about three times. 
measured for the first set of two thousand data 

for the and 

execution 
if there is a nnlrtirm of 
code will execute more as time progresses. the process of re-
+ .. i,,,,,,i,,,O' data the radar controller is this process becomes more 

~lH,'il:>t'U the the program executes. 

The second 

needs to create two thousand new ob.jeC1~s - a new DataProfile 
data that is when the next measurement session is 

new are 
creation time that would otherwise be incurred. 

the 

nfll·tOl·ml'l.nr~fl results were discussed. 
Two scenarios for data 
transmission that was was made the radar server was executed 
on a machine to the node at which data was 
this would be the for the 
rate was 
ten data IJH.'llH::O 

the data transmission 
reCIUll~e<1 data rate 
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a 
network. The framework allows processors to be 
the network. allows modules to connect to 
work. It is these modules that ",,.rnnrl., 

The modules were uc,rCRlVCU. 

• Data viewer module 

• Data ersistElr module 

• Radar controller '-'-'v'u.<L"" 

that 
laIJ,gW:tgtl to achieve 

of the framework to suit 

Two scenarios were considered in which were 
and an was made to measure the maximum data t .. "'n<!f.,,.. 

fastest rate obtained was 346 scans per This rate was obtained 
when no was one node was This was the 

rate at which data could be transferred from a radar simulator into 
the via a interface. This test was LV,LUt,,, 

machine. It was found that when of a routine 
and and a data viewer module 
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8. AND 65 

was the data rate was faster when the simulator was to a 
remote host. The fastest rate achieved in this case was 134 scans per ",,,,,,,.vu • ..I. 

These data rates are suitable for the mercury B radar hardware which 
can data at a maximum rate of 10 scans per second, 

2 

&!>rtl<'m,,,,]" was on the infr<>"t1'l"I"t, com
use to 

"""''1''''''';- g:routnd 1'''''''''''''''''''''1') radar data. 
on a data 

"'U,L"'''''-'" since no """'''''''' 
would be necessary. this is restrictive in that data that can be 

data can be in the framework. An alternative 
transiler data XML format. The to this would be 

new data formats could be described within the XML message, and 
would not to be about this. The disad'vanLta~~e 

XML data and 

true for cases where the size of the data is smalL 
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The XML "VJ.'UF.,lU<~OJ.\.J" used T.P~'T.l"'O' the are included here. 

1 

The the for the scenario. The 
processor section of the was commented out for the case where 
no was but otherwise the was even OUlJUt:.U 

the radar simulator location was altered. 

<?xml version='l.O' enC:OCllllll1:= U"-a<>l.U 

<bus name="BuslA"> 
name="CORBAPortal" 

<parameter 

<node name="radarnode"> 

<module name="MercBController" 

66 

.modules.LocalMlerl:w,vf~R(:Mcldu,le 

.file" 
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APPENDIXA. 

2 

The was used the the the second 
scenario. the same file could be used for both cases where the location 
of the radar simulator was altered. 

<?xml version='1.0' enl:OCllnl!l= u,,-a.o~,u 
<bus name:::"Bus2"> 

name="CORBAPortal" 

<node name="radarnode"> 

<node 
<sourcenode node:::: llradarnode" 

<module name="MercBController" 

<module name="viewer" 
<sourcenode 

.modules. 
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The shows a skeleton version a COlrltil!;UI'atl,on file. 

<'?xml version='l.O' encoldirLg=='tlS-.a,s(:ii 
<bus name="BusA"> 

name="CORBAPortal" 

<node name="NodeA"> 

<module name="MercBController" 

<sourcenode 

68 

.CORBA.CORBAPortal" 

.modules.Loca.1MercurvHRCM,odu 

"mp ....... " ... "'H. ref 

.modules.LocaIFSDataPersistorModule"> 
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The table lists the and their attributes: 
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APPENDIX B. XML FILE """'dULI,-".L 

pe:nUlmg on its context. 
In this context it must name. 

direct leaf 
It then 

a that 
the bus must instantiate. 

class the 
class name 

should be made available 
on the network or not. 
It's value can be true or 

yes 

yes 

node yes 

value 

sourcenode Used to the node 
source to which the 

bus 

the de- yes 

The value 
ter. 

yes 

The name the source . yes 
node. This name can refer 
to a remote as 
as the remote node's bus is 
also the next 
attribute. 

The bus on which the no 
source node occurs. If 

attribute is left 
! then the source node is as

sumed to occur on the lo
cal bus. 
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APPENDIX B. XML 

the processor. 
used to 

rrr~ouiitt:J.ii· niie;--TSPecifieiiaa"':r=Co;UultItine. The 
order in which routines 
are listed the or
der in which the rou

The 

module 

71 

yes 

class. 
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